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Persona 5 true ending guide spoiler free

Whether intentionally or not, here's how to see every possible story sequel, spoiler-free. Like previous games, there are a lot of Person 5 endings to see throughout the course of the story – some good, a lot bad, and all possible depending on your choice and competence of the game in a lot of dungeons, but easy enough to avoid if you know what you're doing. The game has six
endings of sorts – three bad, one good, and a true ending. If you want to see them all, we recommend waiting until you've seen the true endings as others contain some spoilers – just keep some game saves at the appropriate points so you can review them when the game is over. Some of the endings rely on dialogue choices, which should be pretty clear, but if you're not sure to
check out the below for some pointers – we can't be too specific without giving away some important piece of detail, but that would be enough! If you're following help on other parts of the game, see our Person 5 guide and tutorial. There are several ways to get bad endings in Person 5 throughout the game: At the very beginning of the game, unable to agree on a contract with you
Igor.Fail to complete any Palace by the deadline. It should be obvious to you in the game, and if you plan effectively, it would be easy enough to escape. Once the story is caught up in the flashbacks, you can get a bad ending by answering incorrectly. To avoid this, select the first answer to the second and third questions during questioning. Another bad ending comes in failing to
finish the final Palace by the end of the term. Reaching a bad ending will put the game wind clock back in the week to give you another go, so everything is not lost if you run out of time. Need more help? Our Person 5 guide and walkthrough offers a full summary over the years with important dates and castle strategies as well as how to get a True Ending. Elsewhere, learn how to
make the most of your free time with all the confidence, social link and romance options, the best ways to increase social stats such as knowledge, guts, skill, kindness and charm, create the best Personal through Fusions, how to cheat on exams with our test responses, how to get Mementos requests, unlock the entire Trophy list and learn about the upcoming DLC schedule. To
get good and true endings, you need to make your way to the game in the very last dungeon. Here Igor has given you a choice. If you agree to the offer, then you will get a Good Ending. If you reject it, then you then continue to play and eventually make your way to True Ending, which is surely the one that everyone wants. We are, of course, vague about how these endings
present themselves in specifics, but the choice would be obvious when it crosses your path. Good luck! Sometimes we include links to online retail stores. If you click on one and make a purchase, we can get a small commission. For more information, go here. More about Persona 5 Person 5 Review News (19) Guides For the author there are some ways to fail 5 Person. For
example, not being able to finish the castle with the game is a designated end date to kick you back to the start of that free period. However, there is one true end and it is very easy to achieve. SPOILER WARNING: From here on to home, this guide will be the main spoilers for Persona 5. If you are concerned about getting a true ending, follow our December guide. It will teach
you to navigate the scenario and have very light spoilers. After completing the final dungeon, a jail regression, the true nature of the Velvet Room will be revealed. It turns out Igor is not actually Igor at all, and instead of Yaldabaoth, God of Control. At the end of this reveal, he will offer you a choice. You can choose a rebel or give up. Replying with Very Well... will net you one of
the bad endings. Person 5 will end here and you won't fight the ultimate boss. Answering with I refuse will get you the true ending. That's all you need to do to guarantee that you true ends. The ultimate boss fight is not for the faint of heart, a true trickster can take it down. Like the base game, there's one final true ending to reach Person 5 Royal. This end is considered a canonical
ending to the game, but you can only achieve it by meeting some certain requirements when playing through the game. In this guide we will go through how to unlock the True Endings of The Person 5 Royal so you can see the final conclusion of phantom thieves. How to unlock True Ending in person 5. We will go over these requirements in the list below before breaking them
down in more detail in this guide. Note that we are not actually spoiling the events of the true ending of this guide, we are simply walking you through to achieve it yourself. Reach a confidence ranking of 9 with Takuto Maruki by November 18th. Reach a confidence ranking of 8 with Goro Akechi by November 24th. Reach a confidence ranking of 5 with Kasumi Yoshizawa until
December 18th. Withdraw all offers made by the antagonist in the third semester. Reach confidant Rank 9 With Maruki by November 18Th Councillor Maruki is one of the newcomers to Person 5 Royal. After the events with Kamoshida, he is brought by Shujin Academy mentor to some students, and although it is at the beginning mainly of Ann and Ryuji, the hero also gets to know
Dr. Maruki through these sessions. Leveling up Maruki's social link is relatively simple. There is no social stat requirement to increase Maruki's rank at any given time, so when you have some free time right after school finishes, pop down to the ground floor practice building to pay him a visit. Reach Confidant Rank 8 With Akechi until November 24Th While Goro Akechi returns
from the original Person 5, he has a brand new social trust link To see the true ending of The Royal 5, you need to increase your position with Goro Akechi rank eight to November 24th. With Maruki, it's relatively simple. You don't need to have social stats leveled to a certain point to start hanging out with Akechi, which you can find with Penguin sniper darts and billiards site
Kichijoji. Reach confidant Rank 5 With Kasumi until December 18 Kasumi Yoshizawa is a brand new character persona 5 Royal. You're only going to see him a little times during the main game, and to increase your confidence ranking with him to level five, you're going to want to see him when you have a chance. Like Akechi, Kasumi will also be hanging out in Kichijoji. All you
have to do is approach her on the main promenade section of the city, and start a conversation to hang out with her for a spell in the evening. To relinquish all the offers made by the antagonist in the third semester again, we're not spoilt for anything about the nature of Person 5 Royal's true ending here, or the events of the game as a whole. However, we will say that after the fall
of God of Control, a new big bad from the original game emerges, and this new antagonist will give you the opportunity to call with them twice in January and February. At both these points, you need to give up the side with them. They are done using a really simple dialogue option both times, and if you reject your offer, at this point you're on the home stretch and well on your way
to see the true ending of The Person 5 Royal. We've got a ton of other Person 5 Royal related content here at USgamer. You can go to our complete guide to all class responses acing up your tests, or you can check out our complete axe blood God Person 5 Spoilercast for the original game. The original Person 5 had several endings, but Persona 5 Royal true end and bonus
scenes are the game's most compelling - and satisfying - finale. Remade into The Person 5 canon is not much with its relatively short narrative additions, providing fans with more to discuss while giving some characters some much needed boosts to their camera time. One of the most important additions the game makes is the Person 5 Royal true ending, which provides a canon
finale for Phantom Thieves and provides several Persona 5 bonus scenes that are not available if the player doesn't make all the right choices. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to find specific guidelines on how to get a proper ending without taking into account a lot of spoilers, too, so we've put together as close to the spoiler-FREE Person 5 Royal true ending guide as possible.
Continue scrolling to keep reading Click on the button below to start this article for a quick look. Start now This is why of course some of our guides on how to get Persona 5 Royal true ending elements will be deliberately ambiguous. Don't worry, however – there's no way players will miss any decisions they have to take as long as they comply with these guidelines. Anyone who
wants to get the best Person 5 Royal ending will probably read. Person 5 Royal True Ending – How to Get Canon Conclusion The main obstacle for fans looking to get Persona 5 Royal true endings will be to create themselves to play through the content that accesses it – mostly, Persona 5 Royal's third semester, which was added as most of the game's new content. It is actually
possible to miss the third semester completely if the player makes some poor choices. The first thing players have to refuse to sell to any of the phantom thieves when talking to Sae Nijimia on November 20. This is a familiar territory for fans of Person 5 because it was also necessary to get a regular version of the game's true ending, although it has now been replaced by the
canon with the new one. Another thing players will need to make sure is getting their Takuto Maruki advisor confidence ranking all the way up to level 9 by November 17. It's not that hard – the game provides players with multiple prompts as to when he will become unavailable to continue progressing in his confidant rank – but it's absolutely important and should be a priority. As
November begins creeping up in-game, be sure to prioritize Maruki as a trust. Finally, players will need to get Kasumi Yoshizawa's confidence rank up to 5 to December 18. This one was actually the easiest to date, however, as Kasmui's rank is half the size of others, and she becomes very easy to meet with until the end date. Person 5 Royal True Ending – How to Get Bonus
Scenes This is a Game Person franchise, there's also some Persona 5 Royal true ending bonus scenes added to the finale as well, although they require extra legwork to unlock. Fortunately for fans again, this is something that many of them will have decided to do for themselves. To achieve Persona 5 Royal true ending in the bonus scene, players must max their confidant rank
with Goro Akechi. This again has to be done by November 17th, although in Akechi's case, max refers to Rank 8 – when players hit that last two ranks is automatically reached as the story progresses. Akechi is a little harder to max over the story progression because he'll be available in a few days, but again just follow the game puts and prioritize Akechi when he's around, and it
shouldn't be too hard to make the cut. It is worth remembering, too, that every confidant should be ranked by keeping a person who meets their arcana – doing so makes things significantly easier. Person 5 Royal True Ending – How to Avoid Bad Ending Prompts Even after players successfully navigate the traditional bad ending triggers, there are two more lurking in the third
semester that have also been dodged to get Persona 5 Royal true ending. Because this guide is trying to avoid spoilers as much as possible, it go into exactly what these choices will be. Instead, we only outline when they happen and give players a vague idea of which choice should be made. The first bad ending quickly is on June 9 (1/9). It's pretty clear what the choice would
be, but, as always, stick to the theme of the game and don't let other people control the Joker's fate. The second bad ending quickly is on February 2 (2/2) and, like the first, will also tempt players with the possibility of good endings that require less work. Person 5 Royal is on the forefront of doing things with phantom thieves, so keep this in mind. The person 5 Royal true ending
will make fans very happy, but the bonus scenes will have them talking for months. It's well worth putting in extra effort to get these because they represent the game canon ending, and if there's additional content in the future, it will probably be based on the results of The Person 5 Royal true ending as its source material. Next: Screen Rant's Persona 5 Royal Review Person 5
Royal is available now on PlayStation 4. Between Us: ONE Change Could Make Extraordinary Meetings Even More Tense Related Topics About The Author Cody Gravelle (1326 articles published) More from Cody Gravelle Gravelle
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